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Summary__________________________________________________________
This FREE special edition of SUPERMAN/BATMAN #1 by best-selling author Jeph Loeb celebrates
the premiere of Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, in theaters March 25, 2016. After a quick
origin recap of our world's finest heroes, a new, improved Metallo has come on his birthday to attack
both Metropolis and Gotham, bringing the guardians of each city together for a monumental battle!
Plus, Lex Luthor assembles a mysterious super-team assigned to "help" the Man of Steel.
Superman/Batman: Batman V Superman: Dawn Of Justice Special Edition #1 eBook - Free to Join
eBook ID: Su-cfe4abb65a | Author: Jeph Loeb & Ed McGuinness

Others book from Jeph Loeb & Ed McGuinness
BATMAN: THE COMPLETE HUSH
A NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! The complete critically acclaimed and best-selling tale is now available in
one sensational volume. BATMAN: HUSH is a thrilling mystery of action, intrigue and deception penned by
Jeph Loeb (BATMAN: THE LONG HALLOWEEN) and illustrated by comics superstar Jim Lee (ALL STAR
BATMAN & ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER). Batman sets out to discover the identity of a mysterious
mastermind using the Joker, Riddler, Ra's al Ghul and the Dark Knight's other enemies--and allies--as...

BATMAN: THE LONG HALLOWEEN
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THE LONG HALLOWEEN is more than a comic book. It's an epic tragedy."—Christopher Nolan (director
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES) Taking place during Batman's early days of crime fighting, this new edition of
the classic mystery tells the story of a mysterious killer who murders his prey only on holidays. Working
with District Attorney Harvey Dent and Lieutenant James Gordon, Batman races against the clock as he
tries to discover who Holiday is before he claims his next victim each month. A mystery that...

HULK, VOL. 1: RED HULK
Superstars Jeph Loeb and Ed McGuinness will change the way you see the Hulk! In this startling origin
epic, the breathtaking events that ended World War Hulk rocket into this brand new saga. When one of the
Hulk's oldest cast members is murdered, everyone turns to the team of Iron Man, She-Hulk, and Leonard
Samson to solve the grizzly case. All the evidence points to the Hulk as the killer, but all is not as it seems!
Collects Hulk (2008) #1-6...

FALLEN SON: THE DEATH OF CAPTAIN AMERICA
The death of Captain America hits the Marvel Universe hard! Can the world accept the death of a true
hero? In the wake of a tragedy, we visit the top heroes of the Marvel Universe. How do people with amazing
powers face a force that no one can fight? Is more violence coming? Featuring Wolverine, the Mighty
Avengers, the New Avengers, Spider-Man and Iron Man! Collects Fallen Son: Death of Captain America
Wolverine, Avengers, Captain America, Spider-Man, Iron Man...

SPIDER-MAN: BLUE
"It's about remembering someone so important to me I was going to spend the rest of my life with her."
What Peter Parker didn't know was that meant Gwen Stacy would only get to spend the rest of her life with
him. This is the story of how they fell in love. Or more appropriately, how they almost didn't fall in love.
Welcome to Spider-Man's life. Bad before good. It's kind of amazing. So to get the girl of his dreams, he'll
have to run the gauntlet of the Green Goblin, the Rhino, two Vultures and...

BATMAN VS. SUPERMAN: THE GREATEST BATTLES
Just in time for the blockbuster event of 2016-the Dark Knight takes on the Man of Steel! This collection of
their most memorable showdowns is an essential companion piece to BATMAN V SUPERMAN: DAWN OF
JUSTICE. Superman and Batman are usually allies, but when they do have to go toe-to-toe, it’s the ultimate
battle of brains versus brawn! Can an ordinary man take down an opponent with the power of a god? Can
even superpowers prevail against a tactical genius who is never less than ten steps ...

BATMAN: HAUNTED KNIGHT
This graphic novel by Jeph Loeb and Tim Sale—the creative team behind the classic BATMAN: THE LONG
HALLOWEEN—includes three dark tales of horror and intrigue featuring Batman facing off against his
most demented and wicked foes. Taking place on the most evil of holidays, Halloween, the Darknight
Detective confronts his deepest fears ashe tries to stop the madness and horror created by Scarecrow, the
Mad Hatter, the Penguin, Poison Ivy and the Joker. Collects BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK ...

HULK, VOL. 2: RED & GREEN
Collects Hulk (2008) #7-9 & King-Size Hulk #1. While Bruce Banner discovers the unbridled carnage a pack of Wendigos can unleash,
She-Hulks arms herself with an arsenal of advanced S.H.I.E.L.D. weaponry and itching for payback, unites the Lady Liberators with one
goal: subdue the Red Hulk, and make him pay in the process...
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HULK, VOL. 4: HULK VS. X-FORCE
Collects Hulk (2008) #14-18. CODE RED! One person may know the secret of Red Hulk's identity. And XForce is protecting her! More than ever, Red Hulk needs a little help from his friends - the best friends
money can buy! Punisher vs. X-23! Crimson Dynamo vs. Archangel! Thundra vs. Domino! Deadpool vs.
Warpath! Red Hulk vs. Wolverine! Topping it off is Elektra on the side of Team Hulk, but whose side is Red
She-Hulk on...

HULK, VOL. 3: HULK NO MORE
Collects Hulk (2008) #10-12 [~amp] Incredible Hulk #600. BRUCE BANNER IS NOT THE HULK. Red
Hulk's rampage rolls on through the Marvel Universe, and NO ONE, not even the Amazing Spider-Man,
Silver Surfer, the Sub-Mariner, Doctor Strange, Doc Samson, Norman Osborn, or She-Hulk can stop him...

WOLVERINE: EVOLUTION
Collects Wolverine (2003) #50-55. It's the biggest, best and, quite possibly, last battle between Wolverine
and Sabretooth! These sworn foes have been locked in an endless grudge match that goes back longer than
either can remember - or even imagine. The key to victory is eons old, and it's certain to rock their world...

DAREDEVIL: YELLOW
Collects Daredevil: Yellow (2001) #1-6. Prizefighter Battlin' Jack Murdock's murder set in motion a chain of
events that exploded with a new super hero swinging out of New York City's Hell's Kitchen: the blind
acrobat Daredevil...

SUPERMAN FOR ALL SEASONS
In this coming-of-age tale, witness the experiences and adventures that transform a simple country boy into
the world's greatest hero. Told through the course of four seasons in the Man of Steel's adolescent life, it
illustrates that it is the person, not the powers, that makes Superman a hero. The catalyst for the
"Smallville" television program, SUPERMAN FOR ALL SEASONS is emotional and insightful, humanizing
the alien from another planet so that he is not only realistic but also relatable. It...

BATMAN: DARK VICTORY (NEW EDITION)
Collecting BATMAN: DARK VICTORY #0-13, this epic continues the story of THE LONG HALLOWEEN. It is
early in Batman's crimefighting career, when James Gordon, Harvey Dent, and the vigilante himself were
all just beginning their roles as Gotham's protectors.Once a town controlled by organized crime, Gotham
City suddenly finds itself being run by lawless freaks, such as Poison Ivy, Mr. Freeze, and the Joker.
Witnessing his city's dark evolution, the Dark Knight completes his transformation into the ...

SUPERMAN/BATMAN #8
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After the cataclysmic events of SUPERMAN/BATMAN #6, Batman discovers something strange and
mysterious on the bottom of Gotham Bay...and it looks like a girl. Will she battle on the side of good...or
evil...

SUPERMAN/BATMAN #13
The startling conclusion to the year’s most talked-about storyline explodes as Batman, Superman and
Wonder Woman battle Darkseid! Kara Zor-El has all the makings of a Supergirl…but is that who she really
is...
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